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background : i love the recto cabs, i love the recto (and
for the record : our customers love them as well). they
are a great low-end cab with a gorgeous sound when the
wood is perfectly dry and there is a good coat of lacquer.
but like everything, they are not perfect (although they
are the best). in this post, i have my impressions on the
mesa recto v30s speakers when they are very dry. when
i bought them, i was struck by the accuracy : i loved the
sound and the feel of the speakers. the problem is that i
also loved the feel of the cheap v30s and i didn't wanna
do a big stereo conversion so i paid for the v30s from a
premium speaker store in france. and it turns out they
are very good speakers. the problem was i had to live
with the cheap feel. so i got the recto v30s : made-in-
china speakers with a very distinct sound : it is more
"square", metallic, with a typical v30 sound, and with a
lot of "hard" distortion. the high's are a bit "car-like" in
the sense that they lack punch and feel flat. however,
the low's are quite good, with the sweet tone of the
speakers. and i am happy with them! i mean seriously,
how can you not like the sound? the bass is not just tight
and punchy, it is so detailed that you end up listening to
the speakers only. everything is there : kick, bass, mids,
the highs, the lows. the mids are good too (not amazing,
but good). the mids are very soft and the high's are very
"heavy", not like the ir academic model ; they are clean,
with some attack, very good. the bass is tight, nothing
loose, but a bit "resonant", definitely more than the
typical v30. the bass is tight and punchy. the highs are
just unparallel and the mids is excellent. the sound is not
exactly mesa's, but the way the audio is processed, the
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fasteners, the character, everything is very mesa-like.
the treble is a bit weak (the mesa v30s are very strong),
but the bass is really strong so the treble doesn't bother
me too much. i love the sound of the recto v30s when
they are dry.
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a couple of years ago, mesa debuted a new crossover
and speaker cabinet. their sound has never been better
and they have become a part of the mesa sound family.

their signature sound is the unique mesa sound. they
have the mesa full solid wood cabinet and mesa’s

signature mesa white paint. the recto cabs are mesa’s
classic speakers that are known for having that “mesa
tone.” they are mesa’s most iconic speakers and are

favorites among guitarists. the new recto cabinets are
mesa’s signature speakers. they have a full solid wood

cabinet that gives you a warm tone with a tight low end.
the recto cabs are mesa’s classic speakers that are

known for having that “mesa tone. free ir's from mesa
boogie and mark i are a great resource for those of you
who are interested in learning to mix and produce. for
those of you who are looking for a set of irs just to play

around with. i've included a few that i found on the
internet. also don't let the rt8x10 in the title fool you,

they are more than just a 8x10 cab. some of them are on
the heavy side and some aren't. don't let that fool you. if
you've ever tried to run a speaker cabinet through a tube

amplifier or tube pre-amp to get more volume, then
you're probably familiar with this ir style. here's a good

set of ir's for anyone looking for free bass cab irs. i
haven't used these but they seem to be in a good

format. i also have some ir's for the rockman and mark i
bass cabs. i haven't used these either. once again, i've

included some ir's that i downloaded from the internet. i
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believe this is the only place on the internet where you
can download these ir's for free. they're not as good as

the ones from mesa and ev but they will give you a good
idea of what to expect if you bought a cab from these
manufacturers. i have to say, i love the rockman and

mark i bass cabs. 5ec8ef588b
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